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Morning has broken
I want to live
It's hard to see when you're blind in the light

It seems you've forgotten how the mighty can fall
But you've almost gotta see it to believe it

These days long
Well I never asked you for all of this
These days go on and on
Well you say, stay
But I never asked for all of this
I want to live on and on

(These days I'm wondering who I'll call to when I'm
falling down
These days I'm holding out for something I don't
understand These Days)

Bled you a perfect faith
Still you turn
Tried hard to hear but I'm deaf from the noise

It seems you've forgotten how the mighty can fall
But you've almost gotta see it to believe it

These days long
Well I never asked you for all of this
These days go on and on
Well you say, stay
But I never asked for all of this
I want to live on and on
(These days I'm wondering who I'll call to when I'm
falling down
These days I'm holding out for something I don't
understand These Days)

I feel it
I know this guilt will never end

These days long
Well I never asked you for all of this
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These days go on and on
Well you say, stay
But I never asked for all of this
I want to live on and on

(These days I'm wondering who I'll call to when I'm
falling down
These days I'm holding out for something I don't
understand These Days)

Shake off the bitterness
Or the emptiness will drag you down deeper each day
No, I won't forget I won't forget

Shake off the bitterness
Or the emptiness will drag you down deeper each day
No, I won't forget I won't forget you
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